
CAVALLA BOAT RODS 

The new Cavalla Boat Rods from Okuma are designed to be fished by every angler. 

Well built, attractive, and competitively priced, these rods are perfect for anglers of all 

levels. They feature a responsive and durable 24-ton carbon blank, as well as Okuma’s 

UFR-Ultimate Flex Reinforcement tip technology. 

 

The components of the Cavalla rods are top-notch. With SeaGuide deep pressed, 316-

grade stainless steel guide frames and zirconium inserts, they offer compatibility for 

both braided and monofilament lines. Premium Fuji DPS reel seats with stainless steel 

hoods keep your reel firmly mounted to the rod for a great sense of security. The 

comfortable and durable EVA foam fore and rear grips fit in your hand nicely for all-day 

casting and dropping back. All models also feature a precision placed stainless steel 

hook keeper. 

 

If you’re looking for a well-built, attractively priced boat rod that can be fished by anglers 

of all levels, look no further than the Cavalla Boat Rods from Okuma. 

 

CAVALLA 2-SPEED LEVER DRAG REELS 

The Cavalla 2-Speed Lever Drag Reels are a compact-bodied machine built to handle 

the toughest of conditions. This reel is built with 6061-T6 machined aluminum frame and 

side plates. The rigid 1 piece frame continues around to the non-handle side plate. This 

rigid frame combined with a cold forged, type-II anodized machined aluminum spool 

gives you a sleek and rugged weapon. 

The Cavalla reels feature a battle-proven carbonite drag system with Cal’s drag grease 

that puts out 24 to 34 pounds of drag at full. The 17.4-grade stainless steel main and 

pinion gear as well as the CRC: Corrosion Resistance Coating process make this reel 

virtually corrosion resistant. Add to that 4 corrosion-resistant stainless steel bearings 

and a silent retrieve system for completely smooth operation. The Cavalla 2-speed reels 

feature a 6.4:1 and 3.8:1 gear ratio on the 5-size reels and a 4.7:1 and 2.1:1 gear ratio 

on the 12-size. Both the 5 and 12-size reels come in left and right-hand retrieves and 

feature an on/off bait clicker. This reel is compact and comfortable and features an Ergo 

Grip handle knob and anodized aluminum handle arm. 

 


